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As part of the 2020 Melbourne International 
Comedy Festival, La Mama Theatre presents 

We Too Us Too 
Me Too Too Too

 
a dark, satirical and extremely physical 

comedy about rape and murder.

Devised and performed by 
Kimberley Twiner, Fabio Motta, Ell Sachs, 

Lucy Kingsley, Nicholas O’Regan.

The fiery eyes of this Bouffon troupe have been watching 
tragedy unfold in Melbourne. They come with outrage, wild 
wisdom and dare to play the terrible games of humans. 
Physical & Political are a new ensemble, dedicated to 
the rare theatrical style of Bouffon - which is grotesque 
satirical comedy.  

How can comedy and tragedy combine? The troupe 
perform as a chorus of otherworldly observers, as Bouffon 
creatures they are intrigued by the actions of humans. The 
remarkable part of this show is that nothing is made up, 
this show reflects the Melbourne, the Australia and the 
world that humans have constructed.

Surely one of the most difficult themes on the zeitgeist, 
rape, misogyny and gendered violence are being taken 
on by this ensemble of highly skilled physical comedians. 
Kimberley Twiner from award winning queer troupe PO PO 
MO CO; Ell Sachs from award winning character comedy 
The Travelling Sisters; Fabio Motta and Nicholas O’Regan 
both Commedia D’ell Arte performers; visual artist Lucy 
Kingsley and expert director Giovanni Fusetti.  

This dynamic, physical theatre piece reinvents the way big 
issues are played on the Australian stage. The audience 
will be laughing then crying as ‘We Too Us Too Me Too Too 
Too’ brings a moment of poetic justice to the women this 
city has lost.  

Made in loving memory of 
Eurydice, Aiia, Natalia, Courtney and Jill
and all the women we (the world) 
have lost in violent aggressions.

Co-Devised and Directed by Giovanni Fusetti
Produced by Kimberley Twiner

SEASON 23 - 29 March 2020
TIME  Mon (preview), Tue - Sat 6.30pm 
  Sun 4.00pm
VENUE  La Mama Courthouse
  349 Drummond Street, Carlton
TICKETS $30 Adult | $20 Concession
BOOKINGS 03 9347 6948 or www.lamama.com.au                     
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Marketing & Communications, La Mama Theatre
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